
PP6 grossing station

Are you looking for advanced grossing station? An extracted table that 
will protect you and your lab technicians from carcinogenic 

formaldehyde? Look no further. PP6 can assist you. With the tripple 
stage formalin extraction, air polutant detection unit, height 

adjustment, electronic front shield and other advanced features, this 
station will ease your demand.
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Advanced features:

- tripple stage air extraction
- formalin air polution detector
- height adjustment station
- electronic front shield
- digital imaging system
- formalin dispenser
- waste and fresh formalin sensors
- waste disposal grinder 1HP
- water rinse table
- voice recorder holder
- high throughput air filter
- touch screen controls
- magnetic tool holder
- glove holder
- paper towel holder
- LED light
- side windows 
- extreme solid construcion
- complete stainless steel



PP6 grossing station

Construction material:

Air extraction:

Sizes:

Station heigh:

Safety features:

Emergency features:

Sensors:

304/316L stainless steel 

Tripple stage system: downdraft, backdraft, sink air extraction

Modular width 120, 150 and 200cm

Height adjustment available, electronic, 30cm range

Frontal electronic shield, side windows, formalin detector, extraction regulation

Emergency power cut-off button

Formalin detection unit with color warning and PPM concentrations

Vast and spacious desk area to comfort 

prolonged work.

Electronic height adjustment.

Frontal electronic shield. 

Side windows. 

Perforated desk area for downdraft fume 

removal, supported by backdraft and 

sink air extraction. 

High throuput air filter.

Air extraction touchscreen regulation. 

Removable sheet for easy cleaning.

Water rinse feature for washing the 

under-perforation area. 

Sensors: formalin detection sensor, 

waste and fresh formalin level sensors. 

Two shelves along the whole lenghts of 

the station. 

Drawers for cassettes and accesories, 

holder for paper towels, gloves and 

magnetic tool holder. 

Power sockets for accessories. 

Powerful cold LED light for natural color 

rendition and eye ease.

High power waste disposal.

Foot pedal operated formalin dispenser.

Fresh and waste formalin liquid level 

sensor to use with any container.

Sink sieve.

Digital imaging with measurement.

Voice recorder holder.


